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Figure 1: (1st row) Our Neural Pre-computed Radiance method [Rainer 22] encodes light
transport in an MLP, allowing interactive rendering (right). (2nd row) Our Active Exploration
[Diolatzis 22] approach allows fast training of an MLP that can represent light transport in

scenes with variations such moving objects, lights or changing materials; here the door can
open interactively

Context and goal
Neural rendering [Tewari 20] is an emerging topic in Computer Graphics, where neural networks
are used to represent scene geometry (e.g., via opacity or a signed distance function [Park 19])
and the outgoing radiance in a given viewing direction [Mildenhall 20, Barron 21]. Many of these
methods focus on rendering data captured from photographs, and rely on coordinate based
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multi-layer perceptrons (CB-MLPs) for compact and expressive representation. Recently, similar
techniques have been proposed to compactly precompute expensive global illumination in
synthetic scenes [Hadadan 22], including our work on Neural Precomputed Radiance Transfer
[Rainer 22] (Fig 1 a) and an Active Exploration [Diolatzis 22] method to accelerate training of
such networks (Fig 2 b). In parallel, real-time ray-tracing hardware has become commonplace
[Benty 20], and neural networks have been used to approximate indirect illumination with
on-the-fly training [Müller 21]. These advances show an extremely promising future for neural
rendering of synthetic scenes, in combination with real-time ray-tracing hardware; however
several significant challenges exist. First, for pre-computation methods, training timing is still
high (in the tens of hours for complex light paths and scene variations); second, training is still
per-scene for these methods, imposing a significant overhead for the use of such approaches.
In this thesis we will develop solutions to both of these problems, and investigate ways to
develop neural rendering solutions that work closely with real-time ray-tracing hardware to
provide the best of both worlds.

Approach
To address the first challenge, we will first investigate hybrid solutions that integrate real-time
ray-tracing (RTRT) hardware renderers in the training pipeline, automatically identifying hard
global illumination paths allowing the neural network to focus on learning only these, while
RTRT can be used to handle the rest. We will also investigate how to develop methods that
allow fast initial training and can then be fine-tuned on-the-fly during rendering, exploiting
low-capacity MLPs and appropriately developed encodings in the spirit of [Müller 22]. For the
second challenge, there has been exciting recent work that shows how to separate CB-MLP
methods into a scene-dependent and a generalizable component [Kania 21] as well as attempts
to generalize across scenes with Transformers [Wang 21]. We will investigate ways to exploit
fast training methodologies for CB-MLPs to adapt these methods to the learning needs of
Neural Rendering for global illumination.

Work environment and requirement
Candidates should have a Masters in Computer Graphics and/or Computer Vision, but with
knowledge in both. Strong programming and mathematical skills are required as well as
knowledge in computer graphics, geometry processing and machine learning, with experience
in C++, OpenGL and GLSL on the graphics side, and pytorch for deep learning.
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